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ABSTRACT
Objectives It is important to be able to detect symptoms 
of common mental disorders (CMDs) in pregnant women. 
However, the expression of these disorders can differ 
across cultures and depend on the specific scale used. 
This study aimed to (a) compare Gambian pregnant 
women’s responses to the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression 
Scale (EPDS) and Self- reporting Questionnaire (SRQ- 20) 
and (b) compare responses to the EPDS in pregnant 
women in The Gambia and UK.
Design This cross- sectional comparison study 
investigates Gambian EPDS and SRQ- 20 scores through 
correlation between the two scales, score distributions, 
proportion of women with high levels of symptoms, and 
descriptive item analysis. Comparisons between the UK 
and Gambian EPDS scores were made by investigating 
score distributions, proportion of women with high levels 
of symptoms, and descriptive item analysis.
Setting This study took place in The Gambia, West Africa 
and London, UK.
Participants 221 pregnant women from The Gambia 
completed both the SRQ- 20 and the EPDS; 368 pregnant 
women from the UK completed the EPDS.
Results Gambian participants’ EPDS and SRQ- 20 scores 
were significantly moderately correlated (r

s=0.6, p<0.001), 
had different distributions, 54% overall agreement, and 
different proportions of women identified as having 
high levels of symptoms (SRQ- 20=42% vs EPDS=5% 
using highest cut- off score). UK participants had higher 
EPDS scores (M=6.5, 95% CI (6.1 to 6.9)) than Gambian 
participants (M=4.4, 95% CI (3.9 to 4.9)) (p<0.001, 95% 
CIs (−3.0 to –1.0), Cliff’s delta = −0.3).
Conclusions The differences in scores from Gambian 
pregnant women to the EPDS and SRQ- 20 and the 
different EPDS responses between pregnant women in the 
UK and The Gambia further emphasise how methods and 
understanding around measuring perinatal mental health 
symptoms developed in Western countries need to be 
applied with care in other cultures.Cite Now

BACKGROUND
It is important to be able to recognise and 
treat symptoms of common mental disorders 
(CMDs), including depression and anxiety, 

during pregnancy. These symptoms affect 
both the mother and can also have long- term 
adverse effects on her child.1 Perinatal mental 
health problems are a particular challenge 
in low- income and middle- income countries 
(LMICs) where they can be at least twice as 
frequent as in higher- income countries and 
are often associated with stigma.2 Thus, it is 
necessary to be able to identify these disorders 
both for intervention and research purposes. 
Short, simple self- rating questionnaires are 
often the easiest way to do this. However, 
women in different cultures and settings can 
have different experiences and presentation 
of CMD symptoms which may lead to under- 
recognition or misidentification of psycholog-
ical distress,3 impacting where women might 
seek support and what treatment options they 
are offered, if any. For instance, Oates et al,4 
in a qualitative cross- cultural study of post-
natal depression, found that while all cultures 
described a condition of ‘morbid unhappi-
ness’ after childbirth, not everyone saw it as 
an illness remediable by health interventions. 

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
 ⇒ Findings support studies conducted in other parts 
of Africa, adding to the literature by exploring dif-
ferences within a new cultural context: the Gambia.

 ⇒ This study compares two different scales (Edinburgh 
Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) and Self- 
reporting Questionnaire (SRQ- 20) within the same 
cultural context in addition to comparing one scale 
(EPDS) across cultures.

 ⇒ This study includes a relatively large sample size 
across The Gambia collected across 10 antenatal 
clinics in the West Coast and North Bank regions.

 ⇒ The EPDS and SRQ- 20 have not been validated in 
The Gambia against a clinical gold- standard (clinical 
interview) to screen for possible common mental 
disorders.
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Likewise, the presentation of symptoms is not uniform 
across different populations. Previous works in different 
African populations have suggested that CMD symptoms 
are experienced in a more somatic way.5

The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS), a 
commonly used tool to measure CMD symptoms, delib-
erately minimises items of a somatic nature since it has 
been argued that physical changes in pregnancy might 
confound interpretation of CMD symptoms.6 Even so, it 
has been recommended specifically for perinatal depres-
sion detection in LMICs.7 However, Cox et al6 note that the 
use of the EPDS in certain cultures may be inappropriate. 
Given that some populations experience CMD symptoms 
in a more somatic way, the use of a scale which precludes 
their detection is likely to underestimate the incidence 
of CMD symptoms in such populations. An alternative to 
the EPDS is the Self- reporting Questionnaire (SRQ- 20),8 
developed by the WHO for the detection of symptoms of 
CMDs in LMICs. It is suggested to be useful for measuring 
perinatal CMDs in sub- Saharan Africa due to its inclusion 
of somatic symptom items.9 10

While the somatisation of CMDs has been documented 
in a number of African populations (e.g., in Etheopia, 
Malawi and Nigeria5 10 11) the existing bias for research 
studies to concentrate on western populations, as well as 
the diversity of the African continent, motivates exploring 
this question in different populations and with different 
methodological approaches. In the current study, we 
compare how pregnant women of Gambian nationality 
(living in The Gambia) scored on two common measures 
of CMD symptoms, the EPDS and the SRQ- 20. We also 
compare CMD symptoms, as measured by the EPDS, of 
these Gambian women against those of UK nationals 
(living in London, UK). Therefore, the objectives of this 
study were to explore differences between two scales 
within the same cultural context (The Gambia) and one 
scale across two different contexts (The UK and The 
Gambia).

METHODS
This study is a cross- sectional comparison study where 
we use a comparative and descriptive analysis approach. 
This is not a validation study but rather exploratory and 
descriptive in nature to compare how two different scales 
used to measure perinatal CMD symptoms perform 
within The Gambia and, also, how the same scale (EPDS) 
performs across two different countries. For this paper, 
the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies 
in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines were followed, 
and the checklist can be found in online supplemental 
material 1.

Participants and setting
A convenience sample of 221 Gambian pregnant women 
between 10 and 30 weeks gestation (145=Mandinka 
speaking and 76=Wolof speaking) were assessed from 
May to August 2018. This was a sufficient sample size as it 

was determined that a sample size of 194 was needed to 
detect a correlation coefficient of 0.2 and a sample size 
of 124 was needed for a cross- sectional study design to 
detect a prevalence of 26% (the estimate of prevalence of 
antenatal depression for women in LMICs12) when using 
a two- sided correlation test, 5% significance level test 
(α=0.05) with 80% power (β=0.2).13 14

The Gambia is a country on the West African coast and 
is made up of eight different ethnic groups all with their 
own languages and culture. Islam is the predominant reli-
gion in The Gambia and is a powerful factor in shaping 
life, beliefs and expectations. Participants were recruited 
from 10 different antenatal clinics across the western 
part of The Gambia (for more information, see online 
supplemental material 2). Any woman who attended the 
clinic, was above 18 years old and spoke either Mandinka 
or Wolof was approached. Women were excluded if they 
had previous or current psychosis or a history of a late 
term miscarriage.

For the second part of the study, existing data from a 
convenience sample of 368 pregnant women living in 
the UK from Queen Charlotte’s and Chelsea Hospital 
in London was used. These data were part of a previous 
longitudinal study where women were recruited from 
April 2013 to April 2014. Exclusion criteria was therefore 
different from that of the Gambian cohort and excluded 
participants who did not speak and/or write English, did 
not have a device with internet access, had a multiple 
pregnancy, in vitro fertilisation, severe medical problems, 
pregnancy medical problems (including abnormal fetus) 
or severe psychiatric problems (eg, psychosis, suicidality 
or drug addiction).

Measurement scales
The EPDS15 is a 10- item scale that was designed to 
measure postnatal depression and anxiety symptoms that 
has subsequently been validated for antenatal use.16 It 
has been used with perinatal populations across Africa17 
and in perinatal populations in The Gambia,18–21 though 
a validated version in Mandinka or Wolof could not be 
obtained. Participants answer on a four- point Likert- scale 
(from 0 to 3) how often they have experienced a specific 
symptom within the last week. The three anxiety items 
(items 3, 4 and 5) have been shown to form a valid anxiety 
subscale (EPDS- 322). A higher total score (out of a total of 
30) corresponds to a higher level of symptoms.

The SRQ- 208 is a 20- item scale that measures symp-
toms of CMDs. It was developed to be used in primary 
care settings in LMICs and has also been used in peri-
natal populations across Africa9 10 23 and The Gambia21 
though, in The Gambia, it has not been validated against 
a gold- standard clinical interview. The SRQ- 20 includes 
items measuring common somatic symptoms associated 
with anxiety and depression (headaches, low appetite, 
poor digestion and sleep problems) (items 1–3, 5, 7 
and 18–20) as well as other psychological and physical/
somatic symptoms (feeling frightened, unhappy, worth-
less and low- energy) (items 4, 6, 8 and 9–17).8 10 To each 
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item, participants answer either yes=1 or no=0. The scores 
range from 0 to 20 with a higher score indicating higher 
levels of CMD symptoms.

Both scales were translated into Mandinka and Wolof 
using methods based on recommendations from the 
WHO,24 Hanlon et al25 and Cox et al.6 First, the scales were 
translated into Mandinka and Wolof by bilingual experts. 
The terms used and concepts around mental distress were 
informed by a large qualitative study held prior to this 
work. An expert panel, consisting of experts in Gambian 
culture and language and an expert in mental health 
from the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, held a 
discussion and then refined the translation. Both were 
then back- translated into English and reviewed again by 
the expert panel that developed the final version.

Procedure
Local midwives in The Gambia identified possible partici-
pants. If participants met the inclusion criteria, they were 
given information about the study by the two research 
assistants (RAs). Both RAs were trained psychiatric nurses 
and one was also a midwife. Verbal informed consent was 
obtained, witnessed and recorded via RA signature or 
participant thumbprint. Due to low levels of literacy in 
The Gambia,26 participants’ EPDS and SRQ- 20 responses 
were collected orally by the RAs in alternating order per 
participant. There were no order effects found when 
using an independent samples t- test (p>0.05, 95% CIs 
(4.37 to 4.30)). The RAs were not blinded to which scale 
they were administering. Oral administration of self- 
report tools involves an interaction between the question-
naire, the respondent and the interviewer which can lead 
to potential biases.27 These areas of potential bias were 
mitigated through the careful training and monitoring of 
the data collection method used throughout the study. In 
the previous study conducted in the UK, eligible partic-
ipants were invited to take part by the researcher and 
written informed consent was obtained. EPDS scores were 
measured online at about 21 weeks gestation.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was run using R.28 To compare the 
demographic and pregnancy characteristics indepen-
dent samples t- tests were used. To investigate differences 
and similarities in the EPDS and the SRQ- 20 within the 
Gambian sample, a Spearman’s correlation test was 
conducted, differences in the distributional properties 
were examined, and the average score of the EPDS- 3 
subscale and its contribution to the total EPDS score of 
the sample was computed. Individual item frequencies 
on the SRQ- 20 (# of yes responses out of total responses) 
were also calculated. To explore the impact of the somatic 
SRQ- 20 items, the average score of the combined somatic 
items and their contribution to the total SRQ- 20 score was 
calculated. Previous research has validated optimum cut- 
off scores for identifying perinatal CMDs within different 
populations in Africa.7 17 The scores of 6, 7 and 8 were 
chosen as cut- offs for the SRQ- 20, based on previous 

validation research in Ethiopia and Malawi.9 10 Propor-
tions of specific agreement and kappa statistics based on 
the identification of participants below or above these 
different cut offs were calculated based on methods 
explained by Cicchetti and Feinstein29 and then Kappas 
were calculated.

To investigate differences across countries using the 
EPDS, differences in the distributional properties were 
explored. Three cut- off scores, 9, 10 and 12, were chosen 
for the EPDS based on previous research in the UK6 and 
across Africa.17 The average score of each item and of the 
EPDS- 3 subscale was calculated. Its contribution to the 
total EPDS score of the sample was also computed. Differ-
ences between the total EPDS score between the UK and 
The Gambia were calculated using a Mann- Whitney U 
test.

Patient and public involvement
We engaged with patients and the public and relevant 
stakeholders in The Gambia to inform the research 
approach. This included how to best administer the ques-
tionnaires, the best way to recruit participants and poten-
tial cultural considerations which need to be made. To do 
this, we held a half day meeting in The Gambia with dele-
gates from the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, the 
National Centre for Arts and Culture, a local obstetrician, 
patient advocate groups and students in Public Health 
and Psychiatric Nursing. In general, all stakeholders felt 
this was a worthy and important endeavour as maternal 
mental health is a relatively unexplored area in The 
Gambia. One crucial point which was discussed was how 
we would sensitively manage and appropriately signpost 
women who report any concerning symptoms, such as 
suicidal ideation or domestic violence. It was decided that 
if this were to happen, the woman would receive in the 
moment front line counselling with the RAs who are both 
trained psychiatric nurses. Then, if needed, she would be 
referred on to the Community Mental Health Team for 
further management. For women who report domestic 
violence emergencies and cases that require immediate 
intervention, the RAs would connect the woman with the 
Gender- Based Violence focal person. For other cases, the 
RAs would refer the woman to the One Stop Centre at 
Serekunda General Hospital or Edward Francis Small 
Teaching Hospital.

RESULTS
Demographic information
Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the 
Gambian and UK samples. UK participants were signifi-
cantly older (p<0.001, 95% CIs (5.4 to 7.2), d=1.4) and 
had fewer children (p<0.001, 95% CIs (0.6 to 1.2), d=0.6) 
and pregnancies (p<0.001, 95% CIs (2.0 to 3.6), d=0.9) 
than the Gambian participants.

Comparing the EPDS and the SRQ-20 in the Gambian sample
The overall total scores for both scales were signifi-
cantly moderately correlated rs=0.6, p<0.001 (see online 
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supplemental material 3). Figure 1 compares the distri-
butions of the total EPDS and SRQ- 20 scores and the 
proportion of women above different cut- off scores.

There was low agreement between the two scales 
in the Gambian sample in identifying those above the 
various cut- offs scores chosen (kappa’s ranging from 
0.05 to 0.25). The average positive agreement—when 
both scales detected a participant above the cut- off—was 
low (28%). Negative agreement—when both identified 
the participant as below the cut- off—was higher (67%). 
The average overall agreement—positive and negative 
agreement combined—was 54%. Online supplemental 
material 4 displays the proportion of participants identi-
fied using different cut- off scores, proportions of specific 
agreement and kappa’s between the SRQ- 20 and the 
EPDS.

Table 2 shows the responses of the Gambian sample 
to the individual items on the SRQ- 20. The somatic 
symptom items had a higher average score (M=4.0, 
SD=2.0) than psychological/cognitive/functional 
symptom items (M=3.0, SD=2.5). The somatic symptom 
items contributed 63% to the total SRQ- 20 score. The 
psychological/cognitive/functional symptom items 
contributed 37%.

Table 1 Demographic information for Gambian and UK 
samples

Gambian 
sample
(n=221)
M (SD)

UK sample
(n=314)
M (SD)

Age* 27.3 (5.9) 33.4 (4.3)

GA 22.9 (5.5) 21.1 (1.4)

Parity* 2.3 (2.1) 1.5 (0.7)

Gravida* 3.5 (2.3) 2.0 (2.0)

Gambian sample Total
n (% of 221)

Marital status n (% of 221)

  Single/divorced/widowed 6 (3%)

  Married (monogamous) 160 (72%)

  Married (polygamous) 55 (25%)

Education Level n (% of 221)

  None 13 (6%)

  Informal (arabic) 101 (46%)

  Primary 29 (13%)

  Secondary/tertiary 78 (35%)

Occupation n (% of 220)

  Housewife 138 (62%)

  Other 82 (37%)

Husband’s occupation n (% of 219)

  Skilled work 97 (44%)

  Manual/trade work 122 (55%)

UK sample Total sample of 368†

Marital status n (% out of 
314)

  Married/civil partnership 233 (74%)

  Living with partner 64 (20%)

  Single 11 (4%)

  Other 6 (2%)

Education level n (% out of 
315)

  Left before GCSE/O- levels 2 (1%)

  GCSE/O- levels 16 (5%)

  A- levels 23 (7%)

  Vocational training 13 (4%)

  University degree 159 (51%)
102 (32%)  Higher degree

Occupation n (% out of 
314)

  Professional 197 (63%)

  Managerial 46 (15%)

  Skilled non- manual 16 (5%)

  Skilled manual 13 (4%)

  Partly skilled 10 (3%)

Continued

Gambian 
sample
(n=221)
M (SD)

UK sample
(n=314)
M (SD)

  Not applicable 22 (7%)

  Other 10 (3%)

Ethnic group n (% out of 
314)

  Caucasian 209 (67%)

  Indian/Pakistani/
Bangladeshi

21 (7%)

  Middle Eastern 12 (4%)

  Afro/Afro- Caribbean 12 (4%)

  South American/Hispanic 4 (1%)

  Far Eastern 3 (1%)

  Mixed 12 (4%)

  Other 41 (13%)

All categories were informed by the categorisations used by the 
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare (MoHSW) in The Gambia.
*Indicates a significant difference (p<0.05) between the groups 
using independent samples t- tests.
†The total sample in the previously conducted study was 368 but 
there was missing demographic data. There was also missing 
demographic data for some of the categories for Gambian 
participants. The total used for each category is included in the 
table.
GA, gestational age; GCSE, General Certificate of Secondary 
Education. ; Primip, Primiparious. Housewife includes women who 
stated they did not have a job ('none').

Table 1 Continued
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Comparing EPDS scores in the Gambia and the UK
The UK average EPDS score (M=6.5, SD=4.4, 95% CI (6.1 
to 6.9)) was significantly higher than the Gambian average 
score (M=4.4, SD=3.7, 95% CI (3.9 to 4.9) (p<0.001, 95% 
CIs (−3.0 to –1.0), Cliff’s delta=−0.3). A Mann- Whitney U 
Test was used because the UK scores were slightly posi-
tively skewed (skewness=0.63), while the Gambian EPDS 
scores were highly positively skewed (skewness=1.37), 
reflecting a higher frequency of lower scores in the 
Gambian sample. Figure 2 shows the distribution of total 
EPDS scores in the Gambian and UK samples as well as 
the proportion above the chosen cut- off scores.

Of note, 13% of UK participant’s EPDS scores were ≥12 
compared with 5% in the Gambian sample. With a cut- 
off of ≥10, 27% of UK versus 10% of Gambian partici-
pants were identified and when using the cut- off of ≥9, 
34% UK versus 13% Gambian participants were identi-
fied (figure 2). Thus, with each cut- off, two to three times 
more women scored above the selected cut- off score from 
the UK sample compared with the Gambian sample.

Table 3 shows how the two samples scored on the indi-
vidual items on the EPDS. In the Gambian sample, the 

item scores were generally lower. The Gambian sample 
had a significantly higher average score (M=0.4, SD=0.6) 
compared with the UK sample (M=0.3, SD=0.5) only on 
the reverse coded item 2 (I have looked forward with enjoy-
ment to things) (p<0.004, 95% CIs (0.3 to 0.1), d=0.3). 
For all other significant differences, the UK sample had 
a higher item average (see table 3). The EPDS includes 
an anxiety subscale (EPDS- 3) consisting of items 3, 4 and 
5 22 30 This subscale average was also significantly higher 
for the UK sample (M=3.5, SD=2.0) compared with the 
Gambia sample (M=1.7, SD=1.7) (p<0.004, 95% CIs (1.5 
to 2.1), d=0.9). The anxiety subscale scores contributed 
54% to the total UK EPDS score. For the Gambian sample, 
the subscale contributed to 39% of the total EPDS score. 
Two of the most endorsed items in The Gambian sample 
were within the anxiety subscale (items 4 and 5).

DISCUSSION
When comparing scores on the EPDS between the 
Gambian and UK samples, the UK participants had 
significantly higher total EPDS scores. 13% of UK 

Figure 1 Histogram of different cut- off scores for EPDS and SRQ- 20. EPDS, Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale; SRQ- 20, 
Self- reporting Questionnaire.

Figure 2 EPDS distributions and cut- off score for UK and Gambia samples. EPDS, Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale.
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participants’ scores met the threshold for high levels of 
symptoms (≥12) compared with only 5% of the Gambian 
participants. This could, of course, be taken at face value 
to indicate potentially higher levels of CMS symptoms in 
the UK population. However, the comparison of EPDS 
and SRQ- 20 scores reveals an alternative view. While both 
scales were significantly moderately correlated (rs=0.6, 
p<0.001), they had different distributions and only 54% 
overall agreement. Additionally, when using previously 
validated cut- off scores from other contexts, only 5% of 
Gambian participants met the threshold for high levels of 
symptoms with the EPDS, while that number rose to 42% 
when the SRQ- 20 was used.

The aim of this comparative cut- off score analysis was 
to investigate how various cut- off scores validated in other 

perinatal contexts would compare in our sample. As has 
been shown in similar work around the world, the two 
scales generally perform quite differently within the same 
context and the same scale performs quite differently 
across two different contexts. It may be that the EPDS 
significantly underestimates the incidence of CMD symp-
toms in this Gambian sample due to how it is adminis-
tered, the response format, and cultural differences 
in the presentation of perinatal CMD symptoms as has 
been found in other similar perinatal populations (eg., 
Shrestha et al and Bluett- Duncan31 32). It may also be that 
the EPDS does not capture the somatic way in which CMD 
symptoms are experienced. However, without a clinical 
interview to compare against, it is difficult to know the 
reason for the observed differences.

Somatic symptoms, rather than those of depressive 
mood, were more frequently endorsed by our Gambian 
sample. This may be in part because of differences of 
language. Different ways of describing the world can 
lead speakers of different languages to have different 
ways of thinking about the world.33 For example, item 
2 (I have looked forward with enjoyment to things) was 
the only item where the average score of the Gambian 
sample was significantly higher than the average score of 
the UK sample. It may be that the idea of anticipating 
or expecting enjoyment in your future might go against 
ideas of humility and patience and faith in God (any plans 
for the future are normally concluded with ‘inshallah’, 
God willing).

Items related to sadness or crying were some of the 
least endorsed by the Gambian participants. Differences 
in CMD symptom presentation when measured using 
translated self- report measures may not reflect Gambian 
indigenous understandings of symptom causation and, 
in fact, these indigenous understandings may contrast 
with biomedical perspectives.34 For example, a systematic 
review found that local language versions of the EPDS 
in LMICs had lower precision for identifying true cases 
of perinatal CMDs compared with the original English 
version.31 Additionally, Molenaar et al35 found that in a 
perinatal population in rural Ethiopia, most women 
recognised the existence of perinatal mental distress 
states, but did not call such distress a discrete illness, such 
as depression. Instead, these mental distress states were 
generally seen as non- pathological reactions to difficult 
circumstances.

Some researchers have raised the concern that 
measuring somatic CMD symptoms in populations with 
high levels of physical disease might mistakenly attribute 
these symptoms to a depressive syndrome.15 In a peri-
natal population, this may present an even more difficult 
problem as somatic symptoms related to pregnancy are 
expected to be experienced and change throughout this 
time. However, an important study by Stewart et al10 found 
that the inclusion of somatic items did not affect the test 
performance of the SRQ- 20 in their Malawi postnatal 
population as validated by a semistructured diagnostic 
interview for depressive disorder. This current study is in 

Table 2 SRQ- 20 item, item category frequency

SRQ- 20 item

Yes
N (% out 
of 221)

1 Do you often have headaches? 167 (76)

2 Is your appetite poor? 121 (55)

3 Do you sleep badly? 93 (42)

4 Are you easily frightened? 82 (37)

5 Do your hands shake? 24 (11)

6 Do you feel nervous, tense or worried? 89 (40)

7 Is your digestion poor? 78 (35)

8 Do you have trouble thinking clearly? 58 (26)

9 Do you feel unhappy? 94 (43)

10 Do you cry more than usual? 20 (9)

11 Do you find it difficult to enjoy your daily 
activities?

45 (20)

12 Do you find it difficult to make 
decisions?

74 (33)

13 Is your daily work suffering? 80 (36)

14 Are you unable to play a useful part in 
life?

60 (27)

15 Have you lost interest in things? 74 (33)

16 Do you feel that you are a worthless 
person?

37 (17)

17 Has the thought of ending your life been 
on your mind?

10 (5)

18 Do you feel tired all the time? 116 (52)

19 Do you have uncomfortable feelings in 
your stomach?

121 (55)

20 Are you easily tired? 109 (49)

Item 
category

M (SD)

1–3, 5, 7, 
18–20

*Somatic symptoms 4.0 (2.0)

4, 6, 8, 
9–17

*Psychological/cognitive/functional 
symptoms

3.0 (2.5)

*Categorisation of items based on Stewart et al 2009.10
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agreement with previous research that used the SRQ- 20 
in other perinatal African populations and found the 
somatic items from the SRQ- 20 were, indeed, the most 
frequently endorsed.9 10

Previous research has also found that somatisation of 
mental health disorders in general, and perinatal disor-
ders in particular, is common in many African popula-
tions.5 9 25 36 This supports the idea that in many global 
majority cultures, the symptoms of dysphoric disorders 
seem to be mostly somatic and different from the Western 
systems.36 Taken together, as has been found in previous 
studies,3 37 38 our results further emphasise how methods 
and understanding around measuring perinatal mental 
health symptoms developed in Western countries need to 
be employed with care when working within and across 
different cultures.

LIMITATIONS
While careful consideration and translation of the SRQ- 20 
and EPDS helped to ensure semantic validity of the scales 
for use in The Gambia, the scales have not been validated 
against a clinical gold- standard (clinical interview) to 
screen for possible CMD, highlighting a limitation of this 
work. Other studies conducted in sub- Saharan African 
countries with perinatal populations studies have shown 
good criterion validity of the SRQ- 20 and the EPDS against 
the clinical interview.10 25 39–41 However, validation against 
a clinical interview was difficult in The Gambia partly 
because there are few trained professionals (only two 
trained psychiatrists for the whole of the country) able to 
conduct these interviews in the two local languages. This 
limitation highlights an important consideration needed 
when conducting validation studies in low resource 

settings with few local trained health professionals. Even 
though the scales were not validated, we feel the compar-
ison of the scales’ performances when using possible 
cut- off scores is an interesting and helpful exploratory 
process.

For the purposes of this comparative analysis, we 
combined the scores from the Mandinka and Wolof 
languages. Mandinka is a Mande language and Wolof 
is classified as a Niger- Congo language and there is a 
mutual influence between them. If validation were to be 
done in the future, ideally each of the languages would be 
assessed separately.

How the EPDS was administered was different in the 
two settings. The EPDS was self- completed in written 
form in the UK versus delivered and responded to orally 
in The Gambia due to the low literacy rate in the popula-
tion. Other factors include differences in the recruitment 
process, purpose and setting (hospital vs community), 
and in demographic factors such as age and parity. These 
differences were partly because existing data from a 
previously conducted study in England was used. These 
other factors might explain, in part, some of the differ-
ences reported on the EPDS between participant groups. 
However, it seems unlikely that these factors alone could 
explain the major differences in response.

The SRQ- 20’s binomial response format, compared 
with the EPDS likert- scale response format, may have 
influenced the differences observed in the performance 
of these two tools. The binomial response format is more 
easily administered and understood by respondents with 
low literacy.38 For example, a study comparing these two 
scales in a Ghanaian pregnant population found that it 
was important to alter the format of the EPDS in Ghana, 

Table 3 EPDS item and subscale averages for the UK and Gambia samples

UK sample Gambia sample

Item # M (SD) M (SD)

1 I have been able to laugh and see the funny side of things 0.2 (0.5) 0.3 (0.5)

2 I have looked forward with enjoyment to things* 0.3 (0.5) 0.4 (0.6)

3 I have blamed myself unnecessarily when things went wrong* 1.2 (0.8) 0.4 (0.7)

4 I have been anxious or worried for no good reason* 1.4 (0.9) 0.7 (0.8)

5 I have felt scared or panicky for no good reason* 0.9 (0.8) 0.6 (0.9)

6 Things have been getting on top of me* 1.0 (0.8) 0.6 (0.8)

7 I have been so unhappy that I have had difficulty in sleeping 0.4 (0.7) 0.5 (0.8)

8 I have felt sad or miserable* 0.6 (0.8) 0.5 (0.7)

9 I have been so unhappy that I have been crying 0.5 (0.6) 0.3 (0.7)

10 The thought of harming myself had occurred to me 0.1 (0.3) 0.1 (0.3)

  Anxiety subscale (3, 4, 5)*
All other items

3.5 (2.0)
2.7 (2.6)

1.7 (1.7)
3.0 (2.9)

  Total score* 6.5 (4.4) 4.4 (3.7)

Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of 0.004 was used per test (0.05/13).
*Indicates a significant difference when using an independent samples t- test at p<0.004.
EPDS, Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale.
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for it to be understandable to women.42 Responses like 
‘hardly ever’ and ‘sometimes’ might have been difficult 
to distinguish when administered orally.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, these findings support studies conducted 
with perinatal populations in other parts of sub- Saharan 
Africa.9 10 25 43 This study is able to add to this growing body 
of work by exploring differences within a new cultural 
context. While caution should be taken when general-
ising these results, this study is one of the first to explore 
the expression of antenatal mental health symptoms in 
The Gambia when using two common CMD measure-
ment tools. It will be of interest in the future to explore 
further the cultural reasons for the discrepancies found.

Crucially, this study helps to further underline the 
importance of investigating differences in scale perfor-
mance within and across cultures to ensure that the 
measurement scale chosen is sensitive to cultural differ-
ences in the understanding and presentation of perinatal 
CMDs. Without careful exploration of these differences, 
research in this area may have detrimental consequences 
in detection and therefore treatment of perinatal CMDs 
in LMICs.
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